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Kate Godfrey starring on the reboot of ALL THAT
The beautiful Kate Godfrey acts, sings, and dances. Having started
her career at a young age, the talented actress continuously works
on having confidence in herself and stars in the successful reboot of
ALL THAT. With the support from those around her, Godfrey has
many goals in mind and continues to strive for them every day. Full
of light, we are excited to see where her journey takes her next!
Tell us more about your role on ALL THAT. How has your experience
been on set?
Working on All That has been a dream come true. I have discovered a
passion for creating characters. I love transforming into someone who
is so far off from who I actually am. My experience on set has been
wonderful. I love all my cast members, and I truly feel like I am part of
a family.

Have you always wanted to be an actress?
When I was younger, I played softball and soccer. I lived in Arizona, it
was super hot, and I was never excited about playing in my games
every weekend. My parents saw an audition notice for the community
theatre in our neighborhood. It was in air conditioning, so I was on
board. I quit softball and began acting. In my first ever show I played a
dancing fork. I wore a cardboard fork on my back. I loved it. I did every
single kids show at that community center until I was too old to
participate. Ever since then I knew I wanted to act and perform for a
living.

You are starting off your career young. So far, what are some key
lessons you think you have learned?
A lesson I have learned during my career is to have confidence in
With the show being a reboot, what are some key things you had to yourself. I am still learning this lesson. As a comedian, trusting yourself
do to get into this role/mindset?
and having confidence is extremely important. You have to make
All throughout the audition process, my homework was to watch old choices to be funny, but not all your choices are going to be funny. It is
clips of the original All That. I didn’t know the show was a reboot until important to know that it is okay, and to learn from it.
right before I booked the job. I assumed it would be similar to All That,
with the executive producers being Kel Mitchell and Kenan Thompson,
but the show was called “Untitled Sketch Show” during all
my auditions.

What are some things you see yourself having to continue working
on?
I am always working on different characters and different voices.
Because All That is Sketch Comedy, we get multiple different characters
every week. It is helpful if I have a repertoire of voices to choose from. I
am lucky to be blessed with a unique voice, because it helps me a lot in
sketch comedy.
You act, sing, and dance. How do you balance it all?
Practicing all of my hobbies is hard, but I genuinely love to do all three.
Practicing acting, singing, and dancing doesn’t seem like a task, but a
break. If I am overwhelmed about school or work I will go in my room
and sing or play the piano.
Have you written any songs? If so, what are they about? If no, what
would you like to write about?
I love to write. I have written a lot of things, and I have taken a few
scene writing classes. I am still improving, but writing is definitely
something I would love to pursue.
Walk us a through a typical day before being on set.

Before filming and going on set, we go through a very long hair and
makeup process. Depending on the sketch, we could be in Hair and
Makeup for up to three hours! Although we are there for a while, it is a
lot of fun. Our hair and makeup artists are very entertaining, so the
time flies by. Other things I do while waiting for my makeup/hair to
be done are run my lines, talk to my cast members, or go on my phone.

Who has been your biggest support as you continue on this journey?
My biggest supporters have been my family. My parents and siblings
have made so many sacrifices for me to reach my goals. Without my
family, I could have never booked All That.
What are some goals you hope to achieve?
I have so many goals I would like to achieve in my lifetime. I would like to
be a cast member of Saturday Night Live, be in a movie, win an Emmy,
an Oscar, and be on Broadway. Those are just a few! I may not get to all
of them, but I will have fun trying.
By Alexandra Bonnet
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Get ready, people, because NickelodeonOpens in a new Window.‘s All
ThatOpens in a new Window. is almost back! The latest episode is set to
premiere on Saturday, January 18 and, according to the cast, it’s filled with
hilarious new sketches.
J-14 got a chance to sit down with Kate GodfreyOpens in a new
Window. from the show (which also stars Ryan AlessiOpens in a new
Window., Reece CaddellOpens in a new Window., Gabrielle Nevaeh
GreenOpens in a new Window., Nathan JanakOpens in a new Window., Lex
LumpkinOpens in a new Window. and Chinguun SergelenOpens in a new
Window.) exclusively about the show and they spilled a lot of on set
secrets! They also opened up about their audition process and experience
being a part of the iconic series’ reboot.

J-14: What was the audition process like for ‘All That?’ How
did you land the role?
Kate Godfrey: The audition process was pretty long. I
auditioned seven times, I believe. I know some of my other cast
members auditioned eight or nine times. The first one I did two
characters — grandma and a sports lady — and then they kept
calling me back and calling me back, it was super fun and
obviously nerve wracking because you don’t know what’s going
to happen. Then my final audition was called “The Test” and
that was pretty nerve wracking too, just because it’s called a
“test” and I did that audition.
J-14: What does it feel like knowing people have been loving
the reboot so much?
Kate: I just love to act, it’s like my sport. So the fact that people
watch it and tune in every Saturday is really special to me.
J-14: Do you feel any pressure starring in a reboot of such an
iconic show?
Kate: We definitely had some big shoes to fill because it’s just
so loved and iconic. The original cast members were so
welcoming, and kind. They were so helpful, it made it a lot
easier

J-14: What has been your favorite sketch?
Kate: It’s really hard to pick my favorite sketch because they’re
all very fun to do, but I really like “Marie Kiddo” because I get
to smash and actually break things which is really fun. I like
doing “Brie Back From The Dentist” because she’s super messy
and I get to get covered in pudding. I get to do very messy
things. It’s fun, especially when other people clean you up.
J-14: Have you ever had any sketch ideas of your own that
they used in the show?
Kate: The first ever meeting we did with the writers, we told
them a few sketch ideas we had and then a few characters that
we already developed. For my audition I did a grandma and
then they put that in a music video. For our first cast and group
meeting we did a music video and I played my grandma that I
did in the audition.
J-14: Can you spill any behind-the-scene secrets or stories
from the All That set?
Kate: One secret that’s not really portrayed in the show is that
Nathan [Janak] carries an orange. Nobody really knows why,
but in the ‘90s Josh Server used to carry an apple during the
musical guest performances, so in the reboot, Nathan carries
an orange.

J-14: Are you close to your cast mates when the cameras stop
rolling?
Kate: We’re so close, we never stop hanging out with each other.
We just went on break for New Year’s and we were literally
facetiming every day, we’re always texting. We’re all pretty much
best friends.
J-14: What’s your favorite memory from working on the
show?
Kate: When we were first announced as a cast and we were on
the TODAY Show. It was fun to be with all my new friends and
doing something so momentous in my life.
J-14: You’ve worked with a few of the original All That stars.
What was that like?
Kate: It’s so cool because throughout the audition process we
had to watch All That sketches. By the time I got the job I knew
every single sketch, I basically had them all memorized and so
just to see them, they’re iconic. Kel [Mitchell]Opens in a new
Window., Lori Beth [Denberg]Opens in a new Window., Kenan
ThompsonOpens in a new Window. and Josh ServerOpens in a
new Window., they’re really nice and very talented people.

J-14: If you could work with any one of the original ‘All That’
cast members that you haven’t yet, who would it be?
Kate: I hope that Amanda BynesOpens in a new
Window. comes back because I loved watching her in all her
sketches. That would be the top of my list.

J-14: Are there any guest stars or musical guests you really
want to be on the show?
Kate: I really like Taylor SwiftOpens in a new Window., so I think
Taylor or Ariana [Grande]Opens in a new Window.. That would
be very cool.
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‘All That’s Kate Godfrey Teases One Of
HerFave New Characters, Reveals Her
DreamGuest Star & More

The writers have also created many new recurring
characters that I think will be iconic and our audiences ar
going to love.
What is your favorite skit so far and why?
Kate Godfrey: It is very hard to pick a favorite sketch. I
Kate Godfrey is one of comedy’s talented rising stars. She’s love Marie Kiddo because I actually get to break things, I
a cast member on Nickelodeon’s All That, America’s #1 kid’s love T. Smith because I get to sing, I love Brie Back From
sketch comedy show. The hit ’90s series returned in 2019 with The Dentist because she is SO messy, and I love Tammy
a new cast and became an instant hit once again, bringing so because well she is just Tammy, what can I say?
many laughs with every single episode. The show, which airs What’s something you’ve learned about yourself
on Saturday, is starting the new decade off right with brand- as you’ve filmed this first season?
new episodes and new characters fans are going to love.
Kate Godfrey: Something I have learned about myself is
HollywoodLife talked EXCLUSIVELY with Kate about
I really enjoy performing comedy. I always thought I
her All That journey so far. She teased that there will be even would focus on the stage, singing, and Broadway, but I
more new musical and special guest stars in the upcoming
have found one of my true loves in comedy. It is such a
episodes. Kate talked about finding one her “true loves” in
rewarding feeling when you know your comedic choice
performing comedy and working alongside her fellow cast
was successful.
members. She also revealed her dream All That guest star and Is there a special on-set moment that stands out
her comedy inspirations.
to you?
What can fans expect from these next episodes?
Kate Godfrey: I love the moment just before we go out
Kate Godfrey: Fans can expect great new musical and
on stage for the live audience. The energy is intense and
special guest stars that have also been written into our
we are all so nervous and excited; it is always very surreal
sketches. There will be some fun music parody videos starring .
the All That cast.
‘All That’ is back with all-new episodes and the young cast is
better than ever. HL spoke EXCLUSIVELY with cast member
Kate Godfrey about her favorite characters, her dream guest
star, and more.

Aria Brooks is the newest cast member — how has
it been welcoming a new actor into the mix?
Kate Godfrey: At first, I was nervous about adding a
new cast member. But as soon as I met Aria I knew she
was going to fit in perfectly. We are so lucky to have Aria.
She is extremely talented and always makes me laugh.
What’s the most challenging part about
performing the sketches?
Kate Godfrey: The most challenging part of performing
sketches is memorizing all the lines. We get changes every
night, and only know our lines about twelve hours before
we film them. It makes filming a sketch so much easier
when I am confident in the memorization of my lines.

Shimmering Star Spotlight: Kate
Godfrey

Each month YAYOMG! selects a Shimmering Star
to spotlight. Follow along as we shine a light on
girls who represent kindness, positivity,
empowerment, philanthropy, drive, and
confidence. They’re sure to inspire you!

A new month means a new Shimmering Star, and
this month we’ve selected the hilarious and
talented Kate Godfrey!
Kate is a total scene-stealer on All That,
completely embodying every character she takes
on. Whether she’s manically destroying
everything in sight as the iconic Marie Kiddo or
playing Taylor Swift’s biggest (and most intense)
fan, Kate’s passion for comedy shines bright
through it all.

When she’s not working on the show, gaming with her
castmates, or making music at home, Kate loves helping others.
She is enthusiastic about giving back and is thrilled to be
performing at the Songs St. Jude benefit concert later this
month. She’ll be singing alongside other talented young stars
from Broadway, Nickelodeon, Disney Channel, and more in
support of St. Jude’s Children’s Hospital.
We caught up with Kate Godfrey about her charity efforts, her
dream of performing on Broadway, and all things All That!

Get to Know Kate Godfrey:

Tell us a little bit about YOU!
KATE GODFREY: I love to play the piano, guitar, and ukulele! I
love anything to do with music. I also recently have liked to
paint with watercolors!

Take us behind the scenes a bit. What is it like
on the All That set, and what do you love most
about working on the series?
KATE: Working on All That is extremely fun. My favorite part
about it is performing all the wild sketches. I get to do fun
things like smash my face in cake and destroy many things
(cabinets, vases, walls, and more!). When I am not on set, I am
usually playing video games with my cast members or getting
something to eat at crafty.

Do you have a favorite sketch that you’ve
worked on for the show?
KATE: I can’t pick a favorite sketch because they are all so fun! I
love Marie Kiddo because I get to actually smash things, and I
love Brie because she is SO messy. I have another favorite that
the world will meet on Saturday the 18th! She is very weird and
funny!

Before All That, you got your start in the
theater. Do you see yourself heading back to
the stage in the future?
KATE: I will definitely never lose my passion for theater. I love
getting to perform live on a big stage. One of my life goals has
always been to be on Broadway, so hopefully I can accomplish
that in the future!

How do you shine bright?
KATE: At my high school, we were required to volunteer 30-40
hours a semester at the charity of your choice. It’s hard to
squeeze those hours in now working five days a week and
going to school full time, but a great benefit to my job is being
invited to charity events on the weekends to help raise money
for various children’s charities or to meet children that are fans
of the show. Any chance to bring a smile to a sick child’s face is
so heartwarming and a privilege to me. One of my favorite

The women who inspire me are…
KATE: Kate McKinnon, Ellen DeGeneres, Zendaya, and my
mom!

I am most passionate about…
KATE: I am most passionate about comedy, acting, and singing.
I love to do all three things so much!

I feel most confident when…
KATE: When I am in front of the camera!

My biggest dream is…
KATE: I have a lot of big dreams. I would like to be on SNL one
day, or maybe get into writing sketches or songs.

The advice I want to share with other girls…
KATE: The advice I want to share with other girls is to work
hard, but don’t forget to have fun too! My second grade
teacher always said, “Hard work, Done well, Feels good.” I have
lived by it ever since.

Kate Godfrey Owned Her Own Company Before
She Was on 'All That'

Kate Godfrey‘s first job wasn’t being an actress!
The 16-year-old All That star chatted with JJJ so we
could get to know a little more about her…
Kate spilled 10 Fun Facts, including her cool
entrepreneurial endeavor, her unusual favorite pizza
topping and some of her hobbies!
▪
I love to ride go-karts.
▪
I used to own a slime company! (Yep, you read that
right!) It was called Slime Sausages.
▪
I LOVE pineapple on my pizza.
▪
▪

I have a dog named Pete!
I am originally from Arizona.

Click inside to read the rest of Kate’s fun facts…
▪
I am studying for my drivers permit! Yikes!
▪
▪
▪
▪

I am a TERRIBLE roller-skater.
I love to go thrift shopping with my friends.
I am learning to play the guitar.
When I was 3, I cut my bangs to look like Dora the

https://www.j-14.com/posts/kate-godfrey-talks-playing-justin-bieber-for-all-that-sketch/

Exclusive‘All That’ Star Kate Godfrey Spills On
Playing Justin Bieber For ‘Yummy’ Sketch
May 15, 2020 4:00 pm
By J-14 Staff

Get ready to laugh out loud because Kate Godfrey totally transformed
into Justin Bieber for an All That sketch and she looks exactly like the singer!
From his iconic tattoos to the pink buzz cut and everything in between, we
can’t recognize the 15-year-old actress in this hilarious “Yummy” parody
video.
In honor of the show’s new episode (which premieres on Saturday, May 16 at
8:30 P.M EST on Nickelodeon), the star just spilled all the tea exclusively to J14 about what it was like portraying such an iconic musician, her favorite
songs by the crooner and even shared some behind-the-scenes set secrets!
J-14: What was it like portraying Justin Bieber? Was it hard?
Kate Godfrey: Portraying Justin Bieber was SO fun. I really like when I get to
play a boy on the show because it is literally the farthest away from my real
personality that you could get. It definitely had its challenges, but it was the
most fun I have ever had while filming a sketch.
J-14: Are you a fan of his?
Kate: I am a big fan of Justin Bieber!! Who isn’t a fan right?
J-14: What’s your favorite Justin Bieber song?

Kate: Right now I really like “Intentions,” and I love his new song with Ariana
Grande, “Stuck With U.” But I mean, an OG JB song, is “As Long As You
Love Me.”
J-14: Did you feel any pressure or nerves taking on someone so big and
popular?
Kate: I definitely had some nerves about that, but I worked really hard with
our acting coach Anthony LeBlanc, he was super helpful.
J-14: What was your first reaction when you found out you were going to
play him in a skit?
Kate: I was beyond excited because for some weird reason I just love doing
impressions of boys. And this is not just any regular boy, its JB!
J-14: Tell us a little about the physical transformation — was it hard
being turned into the singer?
Kate: The hardest part was the tattoos. Justin Bieber has full sleeves of
tattoos. But dont worry! The tattoos our makeup artist, Michael Johnson,
used, were temporary. However, they were super hard to get off
J-14: How did you prepare for the role? Did you study up on his music
videos?
Kate: I think I watched the original Yummy music video about 50 times, and I
watched basically every recent Justin Bieber video. Even videos of him getting
chased down by paparazzi.
J-14: Do you and your ‘All That’ costars get along when cameras stop
rolling?
Kate: Yes! We are so so close. Like many friend groups, being in quarantine
has been hard for us because we miss each other so much!
J-14: Can you share any fun behind-the-scenes memories or stories
from on set?
Kate: During one of the sketches, “Detective Dan and Ann,” there was a cat.
The cat was originally grey, but during our rehearsal the cat scratched Ryan
Alessi and the cat was fired! Who knew you could fire a cat, haha!”
J-14: What is your favorite skit you’ve ever acted in?
Kate: I think the “Yummy” music video takes the cake. The dancers were so
kind and supportive and I really enjoyed their vibe. One of my favorite
directors to work with is Jonathan Judge, so I was really lucky that he
directed the video.

http://www.justjaredjr.com/2020/05/12/belieber-kate-godfrey-stars-as-justin-bieber-in-yummyparody-on-all-that-sneak-peek-video/
May 12th, 2020

Belieber Kate Godfrey Stars As Justin Bieber In 'Yummy'
Parody On 'All That' - Sneak Peek Video!

Kate Godfrey steps into Justin Bieber‘s shoes for an all new parody for All That!
The young actress performed a new version of his comeback single “Yummy“, where “Justin” sings an ode to school
hot lunches and his gratitude for the ladies who serve them.
JJJ spoke to Kate about getting the chance to play Justin Bieber in a sketch.
“Playing Justin Bieber was definitely one of my favorite characters I have played on All That. Ever since I was little I
have loved listening to Justin Bieber, but I definitely never thought I would get to do an impression of him,” Kate
dished. “I watched the original “Yummy” music video about 50 times to study his movements and facial expressions.”
“My favorite part about filming this sketch was learning the dance,” she added. “The dancers who were in the video
were so kind and supportive, and they made the sketch even more fun to film. Chris Judd, who choreographed the
video, is always really fun to work with.”
Other sketches featured in the episode include: Coach Kreeton (Kel Mitchell) teaches ping pong; the kids get
trapped in a never ending TikTok dance; Tammy TMI is interviewed on live television; and a new way to get ready for
the day: the Human Car Wash. The episode also features a performance by Lauv of his hit song “El Tejano.”
Tune in to watch “Yummy” and more sketches in an all new All That THIS Saturday (May 16) at 8:30pm ET/PT on
Nickelodeon!

https://hollywoodlife.com/2020/05/14/all-that-kate-godfrey-justin-bieber-yummy-videotransformation-interview/
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‘All That’s Kate Godfrey Reveals How
SheTransformed Into Justin Bieber For
‘Yummy’Parody

‘All That’ star Kate Godfrey is playing the one and only Justin Bieber in an epic
‘Yummy’ music video parody that will air during the May 16 episode. HL spoke
with Kate about the transformation process and more!
Get ready to do a double-take! All That cast member Kate Godfrey will be playing Justin
Bieber in the May 16 episode of the Nickelodeon sketch series. Kate will star in a music video
parody of Justin’s hit song “Yummy.” The All That version takes place in a school cafeteria.
Some of the lyrics have been changed, and this version will bring on all the laughs. Kate looks
exactly like Justin, complete with a bright pink wig and a matching
sweatshirt. HollywoodLife talked with Kate about impersonating one of the biggest pop stars in
the world.

“I was SO excited. I really love playing boys because I can make choices that I would never be
able to make with any of my other characters. I was excited to see what the writers had planned,”
Kate told HollywoodLife. To prepare for the “Yummy” parody, Kate admitted that she watched
the original video “so many times to study his movements and facial expressions. I watched his
interviews, performances, and his dancing. I had to make sure my actions weren’t too feminine
because that’s all I know.”
The 16-year-old revealed that her favorite part about filming the parody was “how nice and
supportive the dancers were. They had such a good vibe! They were really fun to laugh with. I
also loved doing the dance. Chris Judd choreographed the music video, and he killed it.”
Kate already has an idea about another Justin Bieber video parody she could do in the future.
“The writers for All That never fail to amaze me, so I would have to see what they have in mind!
Maybe Justin Bieber and Ariana Grande, played by Nathan Janak, could do a parody on the
new song they just released.” We’d be down for All That’s take on “Stuck With U!” All That airs
Saturdays at 8:30 p.m. on Nickelodeon.

https://playcrazygame.com/2020/05/18/star-of-all-that-she-played-justin-bieber-in-a-parody-ofyummy/

Star of “All That” she played
Justin Bieber in a parody of
“Yummy”
By
Abhishek Pratap

LOS ANGELES (united States).- Kate Godfrey, star of “All That”, she played
the Justin Bieber in the episode of 16 may, the series of sketches of
Nickelodeon. The actress starred in a parody music video of the hit song of the
canadian, “Yummy“. The version takes place in a school cafeteria. Some of the
lyrics have been changed, to make laugh to all the audience.
Kate looks exactly like Justin, complete with a wig bright pink and a sweatshirt
to the game. “I was so excited. I really love to play those guys because I can
make decisions that you could ever take with any of my other characters. I was
excited to see what the writers had planned,” said the actress who had to watch
the original video “so many times in order to study their movements and facial
expressions”.
The 16-year-old revealed, “I Saw his interviews, performances, and their
dancing. I had to make sure that my actions are not to be too feminine because
that is all that I know”. Also ensures that his favorite part was “how nice and
helpful were the dancers. It had a good vibe! It was fun to laugh with them. I
also loved doing the dance”.
Kate already has an idea for another parody video of Justin Bieber that you
might do in the future. “The writers of All That never cease to amaze me, so I
would have to see what they have in mind. Perhaps Justin Bieber and Ariana
Grande, played by Nathan Janak, could make a parody of the new song they
have just launched”.

For his part, Justin Bieber enjoys the time in quarantine, accompanied by his
family. The singer has been sharing their new hobbies in social networks. From
dancing to TikTok, as to teach his brother Jaxon to BMX riding, and encourage

your small sister to be an amazing woman. She also leads the program ” the
Biebers on Facebook Watch, with his wife, Hailey Baldwin.

June 11th, 2019
https://www.azcentral.com/story/entertainment/television/20
19/06/11/scottsdale-actress-kate-godrey-in-all-that-revival-onnickelodeon/1388003001/
"All That," a "Saturday Night Live"-like comedy sketch series for
kids, originally captivated kids' attention on Nickelodeon from
1994-2016. But this time, there's a revival of "All That" for the new
generation coming to Nick on Saturday, June 15, and a 15-yearold Scottsdale native is part of the cast.
Kate Godfrey's first role was in "Beauty and The Beast" as a
dancing fork at the Homestead Playhouse in DC Ranch when she
was 9 years old. So that means she's a triple threat: She can act,
dance and sing. She also starred in Arizona Theatre Company's
"Fiddler on the Roof" and she played teen Fiona in "Shrek The
Musical" at 5-Star Theatricals in Thousand Oaks, California.
She decided to pursue a career in L.A., where her adventures
took her to "All That" auditions. See what Kate Godfrey has to
say about working with the original "All That" cast including
Kenan Thompson, Lori Beth Denberg, Kel Mitchell and Josh
Server, portraying comedic roles and meeting the Jonas
Brothers.

Question: Had you watched any of the original "All That"
episodes before getting the role?
Answer: Before I got the roll I actually saw a little bit of "The
Amanda Show," and when I was auditioning for the show,
they didn't know what it was called yet. It was called "Untitled
Sketch Show," but they said watch "All That" for reference. So
during the audition process, I actually watched a lot of "All
That" even though I didn't know it was going to be that.
Q: How are you guys approaching the show differently
this time around?
A: It's basically the exact same "All That" except it has a
modern twist on it and a new cast and we’re still having
original cast members. They have cameos here and there, it's
really great.
Q: Speaking of the original cast, what was it like working
with them?
A: They are so sweet and supportive, and it's really nice to
know that they’re supporting us because they were in our
shoes in the '90s. And so to know that we can ask them for
advice or if we need any help with anything or if we had any
questions, we can ask them and they’ll happily answer them.
It’s really nice to know that.
Q: One of the early musical guests for "All That" is the
Jonas Brothers. Did you get to meet them?

A: Yes, I did get to meet them. I actually was lucky enough to
get to do a scene with them, and it was so crazy. They’re so
sweet. And yeah, they basically look exactly how they look on
TV. I watched them a lot when I was growing up and it’s very
cool to know that they are back together as well. And doing a
scene with them was very surreal. I got to do a Good Burger
sketch with them.
Q: What are you most excited for people to see?
A: I’m excited for them to see all the crazy sketches because we
definitely do a lot of crazy things. … I play Marie Kiddo. It’s
actually on YouTube. And I got to destroy a cabinet and a ton of
other stuff.
It was so much fun to film. I was a little nervous smashing the
glass cabinet. Because they kept saying, “If you get glass in your
shoes, stop and tell us to hold and we’ll hold." And then I was
like, “Wait? I’m going to get glass in my shoes?” But it was
really fun.

Q: How do you handle comedic roles?
A: I think just going for it and having no fear. And being OK with
the fact that the choices you make might not always be funny,
but in order to be funny you have to make choices. So you really
just have to trust yourself and be confident in what you’re doing.
Right now basically anything we film I think is so funny. All this
stuff has been hilarious. I don't know how the writers do it. Every
little thing is so funny. Even if it doesn’t make it to camera and it
just makes it to a table reading.
Q: This show looks like it has a lot of costumes. What was
that like?
A: We have a ton of fun costumes. Our hair and makeup and
wardrobe team are so amazing and all the costumes blow me
away. Sitting in the hair and makeup chair sometimes takes
longer than it actually takes to film the sketch. They make it look
perfect, and the makeup is amazing, the hair is amazing.
They're super articulate wigs. It’s amazing how much work goes
into a two minute sketch.
Q: So according to your IMDb page, your first role was a
dancing fork?
A: Yes, I decided to try theater and I was really nervous. … I just
wanted to get out of the heat because you know it’s very hot in
Arizona. And I didn’t like sports. So my mom was like, “The
Homestead is doing 'Beauty and The Beast.' Want to try out?”
And I was like, "Yeah, I guess so."

I remember that for the audition process I was so nervous. I
think I had to sing and I had to pretend to be a clock. I
remember that oddly weird detail, but I don’t know why I
remember pretending to be a clock. And then I was a cardboard
fork.
Q: Being from Scottsdale, how has experience here helped
with your career?
A: I think most everything I got in Arizona is so helpful to me
right now. You can’t just go into this having no training. Even my
role as a dancing fork at the Homestead helped me and
prepared me for this. And also Arizona Theatre Company. Just
performing on stage definitely prepared me for this. Every Friday
we have live audiences, so I think theater training really helped
me.
Q: I know it's summer break right now, but is it tough to
balance school and work?
A: It’s pretty hard. You definitely have to work harder than other
kids who don’t act and don’t have a full-time job. We do school
on set for three hours. At the most we do five hours, but
sometimes we do one to five hours of school a day. You just
have to work harder than other kids that aren’t in the industry.
And you have to keep in mind that education is just as important
as your job.

http://www.justjaredjr.com/2019/09/29/all-thats-kate-godfreycelebrates-her-sweet-16-with-cast-mates/
'All That's Kate Godfrey Celebrates Her Sweet
16 With Cast Mates!
Kate Godfrey had the perfect place to host her sweet 16!
The All That actress celebrate her big day at the Good
Burger Pop-Up Diner on Saturday (September 28) in West
Hollywood, Calif.
She was joined by her co-stars Reece Caddell, Nathan
Janak, Gabrielle Green, Lex Lumpkin and Chinguun
Sergelen.
Original All That cast members Josh Server and Lori
Beth Denberg were also in attendance!
“I had so much fun tonight!” Kate wrote on her
Instagram story.
During the party, guests got to enjoy Good Burger’s
signature burgers and shakes as well as an epic birthday
cake.

May 29, 2019
https://people.com/tv/meet-cast-nickelodeon-all-that-reboot/

Meet the Cast of Nickelodeon's All That Reboot
The teens, ages 12 to 15, will introduce original comedic sketches, new characters and impersonations of today’s popular celebrities
By Christina Dugan

“For us to see the new kids going through what we went
This is All That!
through and experiencing the beginning and know what’s to
come for them — it’s so cool to see their faces experiencing it
The cast for Nickelodeon’s All That has just been announced — all,” Mitchell, 40, told PEOPLE. “I’m excited that I’m there to
and PEOPLE has the first look at the superstar teens who will give advice. God made me ready for this.”
be starring in the highly anticipated reboot.
Introducing Reece Caddell, Chinguun Sergelen, Gabrielle
“Know who you are and know that this is job,” he added.
Green, Nathan Janak, Kate Godfrey, Ryan Alessi, and Lex
“Know that you’re going to work. The show is not the thing that
Lumpkin!
makes you special. You’re already special. I wanted them to
The teens, ages 12 to 15, will introduce original comedic
know that you are already special.”
sketches, new characters and impersonations of today’s
The highly anticipated premiere episode will open with
popular celebrities. Each new episode of the reboot will also Mitchell, Denberg, 43, and Server, 40, imparting advice and
feature a musical performance from today’s top artists and
words of wisdom to the new cast. And while Thompson, 41,
guest stars from the worlds of TV, film, comedy and more.
won’t be featured, he will be paying forward what he learned
Earlier this month, Nickelodeon announced that the Jonas
from his time on the show in the early 90s.
Brothers will close the June 15 premiere with a rendition of
their smash hit “Sucker” after All That alumni Kel
“[All That] really taught me what I was put here to do,”
Mitchell, Kenan Thompson, Lori Beth Denberg and Josh Server said Thompson. “I always knew I wanted to be an actor but I
make appearances with the new cast of teens.
didn’t really know what that meant. It really taught me how to

Mitchell, who will also serve as executive producer alongside
Thompson, said that being back on the All That set was
“emotional” and “surreal.

be a professional, how to play the camera … it taught me
everything.”
In February, Nickelodeon announced the return of the sketch
comedy show, set to feature cameos from the original cast.

https://hollywoodlife.com/2019/06/15/all-that-cast-2019-show-reboot-interview/
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‘All That’s New Cast Reveals The Reboot‘Stays True To The
Original’ Show & More

Get ready for major throwback vibes. Nickelodeon’s ‘All That’ is back
with a brand-new cast. HL spoke EXCLUSIVELY with the new cast about
the highly-anticipated reboot, working together, and more.
Nickelodeon’s new version of the legendary sketch comedy series, All
That, returns June 15 at 8:30 p.m. The new All That will feature a brandnew cast that includes Ryan Alessi, Reece Caddell, Kate
Godfrey, Gabrielle Green, Nathan Janak, Lex Lumpkin, and Chinguun
Sergelen. The premiere will feature appearances by original cast
members Kel Mitchell, Lori Beth Denberg, and Josh Server. All That is
also executive produced by original cast member Kenan Thompson.
The Jonas Brothers will be performing their song “Sucker” during the
premiere.
The reboot is perfect for fans of the original show who love nostalgia, as
well as the new generation. HollywoodLife sat down EXCLUSIVELY with
the new cast members to talk about all things All That. The young actors
revealed their adorable reactions after they learned they had been cast
in the reboot.

What was your reaction when you got the call that you were cast
on the new All That?
Kate Godfrey: I think we all had the same reaction which was
excited and happy. I cried. I was so happy. No words. It was
amazing.
Nathan Janak: I cried as well and Chinguun can vouch for me that I
was literally bawling because when I found out I was on the side of
the street. We just got out of the test, the final stage of the
audition, and so I got the call 20 minutes after that. We were still
getting an Uber to go back home and I was just crying so badly.
Chinguun Sergelen: I was at The Grove when I got the call and I
was running around the waterfalls that they had. I was crying, as
was Nathan.

Gabrielle Green: When I got the call I was very, very sick. I was
sweating. I had a very bad headache, I remember, but I was home
with my aunt. My mom called and she conferenced me in with my
agent and manager and my agent goes, “Hey, I know you’re sick,
They also opened up about how much they love working together as well but you know what the best cure for a cold is?” I was like, “What?”
as what it’s been like getting to know some of the original cast members. My agent said, “You booked All That.” The headache and
See the full Q&A below.
everything, the sweat, was just gone. I got up and I just started
running around the room and then the call dropped and I was so
upset. I kept calling my mom back saying, “Conference me back in,
conference me back in.” But she handled it.

Ryan Alessi: My story is not as interesting as their story, but I was driving
out of a Best Buy. My mom was there and our manager told us that she
wouldn’t call us. She’d only call us if she had any news about the show
and her number was on my mom’s phone. So my manager, my agent,
and I are on a three-way call and they said, “Guess what? You booked All
That.” My mom and I went absolutely crazy.
Lex Lumpkin: When I got the call, I was out front of a commercial
audition and I was super happy. I was in shock didn’t say anything
because I wasn’t sure if they had gotten the information right. When I
got the role I was super happy, super excited, and pumped.

It’s been a long time since the ’90s when we first saw All That.
With this new cast and reboot, is it different from the original
show or does the heart of the show stay the same?
Lex Lumpkin: I feel that the new reboot still stays true to the
original, but it’s more modernized with new kids and it still
brings back some of the old sketches and the original cast.
Nathan Janak: It’s the same old All That with a brand-new cast.
It’s classic sketches, the same type of comedy, with an all-new
cast and maybe some even old cast members, too.

Gabrielle Green: We all love each other. I think I speak for everyone
when I say these are some of the best friends that I’ve ever had in
my entire life. I really trust these people and that’s really hard for me
because I don’t trust people a lot, but we’ve really built a strong
Gabrielle Green: Just getting to work with them is such an honor. They
constantly are making sure we’re comfortable with everything and making community, including Kel, Lori Beth, Josh, and all the OGs. We’re
really tight and that’s really important in this kind of show because
sure we understand everything. They’re just like our big brothers and
with all the improv and all the sketch comedy characters, you really
sisters and second parents. It’s so amazing. Getting to go to work every
have to trust each other.
day, you can’t be sad with Kel Mitchell in the room because he’s always
like, “Hey guys, what’s up?” So if you’re having a bad day, Kel’s the guy to Nathan Janak: To add on what everyone said, we really all just love
working together whether t’s off-screen or on-screen. We just have a
call for sure. He’s always giving us advice and always reminding us that
personal chemistry and connection with one another. It’s just a
this show is not what makes you special. You were born special.
magical thing. I’m so grateful that I get to work with you guys and
Kate Godfrey: They’re just so supportive. Since they were in our same
shoes in the ’90s, they know what it’s like and they’re giving us a bunch of that we all have this opportunity. Y’all are just the bestest friends in
advice. It’s very helpful especially because we’re all new at this and we’ve the entire world.
Ryan Alessi: We’re sort of like the cast of Friends, just like sketch
never shot something this big before.
Ryan Alessi: Overall, Nickelodeon has just been super awesome to us. The comedy this time.
production’s great. Every single person plays a part in making this project
All That has been had so many fans since it premiered 25 years ago.
so good and perfect and making sure the cast is happy and making sure
What do you think makes fans keep loving All That after all these
the writers are happy. It’s super awesome that we’ve become a family.
years?
We’re hanging out with each other all day, every day.
What’s it like working with each other?
Lex Lumpkin: I think what makes the fans love All That, specifically, is
Reece Caddell: Working with this cast is probably one of the most
amazing things I’ve ever done. They are so supportive because they know because of all the new sketches each week. There are new
characters and the cast never holds back. They love what they do.
exactly what we’re doing and they have the same feelings because we’re
They’re always going full-on to make the people laugh and it’s
all in this together.
awesome that the cast just loves doing what they’re doing and
making people laugh.
What was it like for you all to work with some of the original All
That cast members?

Nathan Janak: I think the all-new All That is going to make some of the
people who watched it back in the ’90s feel like a kid again watching it
on their screen because it really is, like we’ve all said before, the same
type of comedy.
Ryan Alessi: It’s the same two writers, Kevin Kopelow and Heath
Seifert. They were writers for the old All That, too. Plus, they have
some new amazing writers that have come on and it’s just a really
talented group of people.

‘Are You Afraid Of The Dark?’, ‘All That’, ‘Top Elf,’ ‘Blue’s Clues’, The
Casagrandes’ & ‘PAW Patrol’ Among Slew Of Nickelodeon Renewals
https://deadline.com/2020/02/nickelodeon-renewals-are-you-afraid-of-the-darkall-that-paw-patrol-blues-clues-the-casagrandes-top-elf-1202862741/
Nickelodeon handed renewals to a brace of series today,
including second seasons of Are You Afraid of the
Dark? and The Casagrandes.
The network also ordered 10 more episodes of the first
season of the revived All That.
Coming back for more in 2020-21 are veteran kids series PAW
Patrol, Bubble Guppies, Blaze and the Monster Machines and
the revived Blue’s Clues & You, along with holiday-themed
competition series Top Elf. Read details of all of them below.
Now in its 40th year, Nickelodeon is unveiling its renewal slate
on the eve of parent ViacomCBS earnings call for the fourth
quarter.
All That (Season 1, additional 10-episode pickup)
With a first season totaling 36 episodes, the reboot of the
iconic ‘90s pop-culture sketch series showcases the comedic
talents of eight kid comedians and features musical
performances and guest appearances from today’s biggest
stars.

‘Avengers: Endgame’ Leads Nickelodeon’s Kids’ Choice Awards
Nominations; Chance The Rapper Set As Host
https://deadline.com/2020/02/avengers-end-game-leads-nickelodeons-kidschoice-awards-nominations-billie-eilish-taylor-swift-chance-the-rapper-full-list1202859259/
Avengers: Endgame leads the 2020 Nickelodeon Kids’
Choice Awards nominations announced Thursday with 11,
followed by Taylor Swift with five noms and Frozen 2,
Henry Danger and Lil Nas X with four each. Grammywinning Chance the Rapper has been tapped to host the
awards, which honor kids’ favorite stars across film, TV,
music, sports and more. The ceremony will be broadcast
live on Nickelodeon on Sunday, March 22 at 7:30 PM
ET/PT from the Forum in Inglewood, CA.
Making the list of nominees for favorite kids TV show are
A Series of Unfortunate Events, All That, Bunk’d, Henry
Danger, Power Rangers Beast Morphers and Raven’s
Home.

FAVORITE KIDS TV SHOW
A Series of Unfortunate Events
All That
BUNK’D
Henry Danger
Power Rangers Beast Morphers
Raven’s Home

On-Camera + Podcast

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=a84Pl2x32oY&feature=emb_logo

May 18th, 2020

July 14, 2019
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3PeWxydMegw&feature=
youtu.be

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oRR96kbAVpc&feature=youtu.be
May 15th, 2020

https://www.tvinsider.com/786338/all-that-cast-nickelodeonreboot-premiere/
June 13th, 2019
Cast of 'All That' on the Reboot & Working With Kenan and Kel
(VIDEO)

May 29, 2019
https://www.today.com/video/see-the-new-all-that-cast-testtheir-knowledge-of-the-90s-60498501757

May 30, 2019
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8lUhMIWi51c

June 27, 2019
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nfADKGuzBbY&feature=yo
utu.be&t=1312

July 26, 2019
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wav381dISN0

https://app.criticalmention.com/app/#clip/view/77eef984d482-424f-aede-638405b88529?token=7e3ea68d-5a5f-4f5c9892-a84987f4a1d5
June 2019

https://app.criticalmention.com/app/#clip/view/9236599f1fd0-4d90-919c-4d1029f7c1d4?token=7e3ea68d-5a5f-4f5c9892-a84987f4a1d5
June 2019

November 4th, 2019
https://app.criticalmention.com/app/#/report/f98f5174-f196494c-9e52-9308c15ea5db

https://app.criticalmention.com/app/#clip/view/094ace344476-49c2-8ddf-044c15dc7693?token=7e3ea68d-5a5f-4f5c9892-a84987f4a1d5
June 2019

May 31, 2019
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thisweek1/episodes/20
19-05-31T10_20_24-07_00

